Triple/Quad & Individual Grid Clearing
Extracted from the book What Is Lightbody?
Archangel Ariel, Channeled by Tashira Tachi-ren

Keeping your space energetically clean is essential – not only because you are transmuting
and dropping density but because everyone on the planet is transmuting also. You are
affected by the energies in at least a half-mile radius around you. The trip grid technique is
extremely versatile for creating an energetically clean and stable living, working or driving
environment. It is based on the principles of “ask and it shall be given”. it is important to be
specific in what you ask for.
This is for keeping areas like your home, workplace or car energetically clean. In the Triple
Grid technique you ask the specific group to set up their level of the grid, designating the
geometric shape, size and location. Spherical grids are the most stable and easy to maintain,
so we suggest working with this geometry for most everyday applications (such as around
your home, car or workplace). You may want to renew the grid weekly or when you feel a
change in the energy.
This technique requests specific groups to do their particular functions:
The Legions of Michael are god at infusing energies into a structure and maintaining the
structure itself.
The Destroyer Force Angels act like a cosmic charcoal filtration system. They create the
space for Light to emerge into its next highest level. These beings create Divine potential and
expansion of the Light and should not be confused with the Dark Forces, who create
condensation of the Light.
Circle Security is a branch of the Intergalactic Federation of Planets and Stars. Their job is to
set up, keep clear and maintain inter-dimensional and inter-universal communication grids.

Triple Grid Clearing
"Legions of Michael: grid level one, spherical, my house.
Destroyer Force Angels: grid level two, spherical, my house.
Circle Security: grid level three, spherical, my house.”
Listed below are suggestions for Removal and Infusion. Fill in whatever feels appropriate,
according to your situation. You may feel a spinning sensation as the grid spins. Spin grids
clockwise first and then counter-clockwise.
"Destroyer Force Angels: please spin your grid, spinning out astral entities, adverse
electromagnetic frequencies, fear, disharmony, anger, adverse astrological influences,
expectation, frustration, viruses, fungi, bacteria, worry, astral distortions, miscommunication,
sadness, enemy patterning, scarcity, loneliness, karmic monads, and anything that distorts the
spiritual signature or clear communication with SPIRIT. Spin out anything that hasn't been
mentioned - in this or any other language - but which you know needs to leave the space at
this time."
(These are just a few suggestions. Fill in whatever is needed according to your situation).
When the clearing feels complete, continue with, "Reverse spin, removing what was previously
stated." When that feels complete, end with, "Stop the spin. Thank you."
"Legions of Michael, please infuse your grid with the energies of grace, purity, faith, hope,
peace, liberty, harmony, love, mercy, Alpha/Omega, rapture and Victory Elohim. infuse with
love, intimacy, the Unified Chakra, being centered, clarity, full connection with SPIRIT,
tolerance, clear communication, health, wealth, following SPIRIT without hesitation, mastery,
sovereignty, Living Heaven and anything else that hasn't been mentioned - in this or any other
language - but which you know needs to be in the space at this time. Please seal your grid.
Thank you."
(Again fill in whatever you need, according to your situation.)
"Circle Security, realign your grid to harmonize with upper-dimensional grid-works. Release
all distortions and parasites on the grids. Infuse frequencies for clearer communication with
SPIRIT. Please seal grid. Thank you."
The Triple Grid can be done around a location without you being physically there. Try doing it
around a place before you get there. Remember that it cannot be used to manipulate others; it
just makes particular energies more or less easily available. This is a very versatile technique.
We have given you the everyday applications. The spherical geometry is very stable and easy
to maintain. Live in it all the time and it will be easier to live Heaven on Earth.
The Triple Grid should NOT be used around your own fields, as the speed with which the
Destroyer Forces spin might cause your own fields to fray. (See the Triple/Quad Grid:
Individual Field Version for a technique to grid your own fields.)

Quad Grid Version
This is an expansion of the Triple Grid, where you request assistance for dealing with the
electromagnetic anomalies and surges that are currently very active on the planet. As the
planet approaches Zero Point magnetics, electromagnetic surges are very common. This
addition to the Triple Grid will help you keep your fields healthy through the planetary shifts.
The Ze'Or Continuum is a group of beings that originate from another universe. They are
pure-energy beings and they are the sentient embodiment of physical forces, such as gravity,
electricity, magnetics, thermals, etc. They have come to assist Earth and her inhabitants
through the electromagnetic shifts we are experiencing preparatory to Zero Point. They are
always available to assist upon request.
Basically, you request the Triple Grid as normal, adding a line in the beginning:
"Legions of Michael: grid level one, spherical, my house.
Destroyer Force Angels: grid level two, spherical, my house.
Ze'Or Continuum: grid level three, spherical, my house.
Circle Security: grid level four, spherical, my house."
Proceed with the grid, requesting the Destroyer Force Angels to spin their grid, the Legions of
Michael to infuse it. Then, you request the following:
"Ze'Or Continuum, please set your grid for harmonization and optimization of electrical,
magnetic, and gravitational frequencies. Please ensure that my fields remain harmonized with
all of the electronic and mechanical devices in my space, and that I and the devices in my
space remain harmonized in frequency with any electromagnetic surges, ley-line activity,
Schumann Resonance, and any other electro- magneto-gravitational events and conditions
occurring in this area. Thank you."
You then request Circle Security to seal the grid as normal.
For a quick EMF adjustment, such as when you are working near computers and other
electronic devices (including the chips in your vehicles, pagers, mobile telephones, cordless
phones, etc.):
"Ze'or Continuum, please assist: please harmonize the frequencies of all electronic devices
in my space to my fields."

Triple/Quad Grid: Individual Field Version
"Legions of Michael: grid level one, spherical, my fields.
Grace Elohim: grid level two, spherical, my fields.
Circle Security: grid level three, spherical, my fields.
"Grace Elohim: please fill your grid with your energies, releasing astral entities, adverse
electromagnetic frequencies, fear, disharmony, anger, adverse astrological influences,
expectation, frustration, viruses, fungi, bacteria, worry, astral distortions, miscommunication,
sadness, enemy patterning, scarcity, loneliness, karmic monads, and anything that distorts the
SPIRITUAL signature or clear communication with SPIRIT. Release anything that hasn't been
mentioned in this or any other language, but which you know needs to leave my fields at this
time."
(These are just a few suggestions. Fill in whatever is needed according to your situation).
Then, "SPIRIT: I ask you to release all energies, entities, thought forms, emotions, cellular
memory, orientations, pictures of reality, devices, intrusions and effects in my body and fields
that are not of my core Divine essence, NOW!"
When the clearing feels complete, "Thank you."
"Legions of Michael, please infuse your grid with the energies of grace, purity, faith, hope,
peace, liberty, harmony, and Victory Elohim, infuse with love, intimacy, the Unified Chakra,
centeredness, clarity, full connection with SPIRIT, tolerance, clear communication, health,
wealth, following SPIRIT without hesitation, mastery, sovereignty, living Heaven, and anything
else that hasn't been mentioned - in this or any other language - but which you know needs to
be in my fields at this time. Please seal your grid. Thank you."
(Fill in whatever you need, according to your situation.)
"Circle Security, realign your grid to harmonize with upper-dimensional gridworks. Release all
distortions and parasites on the grids. Infuse frequencies for clearer communication with
SPIRIT. Seal grid. Thank you."
The Triple/Quad Grid, Individual Field Version, is a good one to use when you're outside,
when you're travelling between gridded spaces, or anytime you feel you need to get clearer. It
can be infused into a crystal and worn around your neck or on your person; when you feel like
renewing the Grid, just request the deva of the crystal to "Renew Individual Grid." You might
need to do a full version once a week-otherwise, renewing it one or more times a day can be
done as outlined above and is still effective. You can also add the optional Ze'Or Grid, as
outlined in the Quad Grid section of the "Triple Grid: Field Version", above.

